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Welcome to your bi-monthly wrap-up from Salford Roasters

NEW COFFEE

For some time now we have been wanting to explore a coffee from the same region we take

the Mexican Mountain Water decaf from - and we've finally got round to it! And boy, was it

worth the wait! 

The coffee is a traceable single estate coffee from the Finca La Laja farm close to the village of

Huatusco in the state of Veracruz, and is owned by farmer, Hermilo Sampieri. For three

generations, the Sampieri family has produced coffee on approx. 500 ha of La Laja farm at
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1,100 masl. Today, the farm is certified for its sustainable production with Rainforest

Alliance (RFA) certification. The name "La Laja" is derived from the name of a stone common in

the region of Huatusco, Veracruz; we have roasted this coffee to our standard medium profile -

think El Salvador, Peru and Honduras profiles. 

As usual, we've tried to go for a versatile bean, but it is particularly adept on filter - juicy and

sweet! Taste notes: Caramel, Pralines & Lemon with a bright acidity
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ROASTERY UPDATE

Thank you for all of the votes on the fun location survey we conducted. This has been quite

some journey as you can imagine! We're nearly there, with the good news being that the

Monton site appears to be a go-er! We're still cautious, as things can change in an instant in a

COVID-19 world, but we're confident we can get set up and ready to roast just in time for our

4th Birthday on 1st October. Either way, as you will probably know, we've future-proofed our

business and invested in a beauty of a 15kg machine from Italy. IMF roasters pride themselves

on their smokeless technology, and being a business who focuses on our environmental

impact, the low-carbon emission roaster was a no-brainer. Plus - who doesn't want even better

coffee?!  Look out for your invitation to the soft launch, just as soon as we have that date!

AT A GLANCE

FREE Postage - In September, we will launch our free postage scheme for orders over £22 as we

head into Autumn. As with our local free delivery approach (unique to Manchester), we feel it is

the least we can do in these tough times. If it works well, we'll keep the scheme!

NHS Donations - We can't thank you enough for your NHS coffee donations. The project has

been well received to say the least, and we have gladly matched the majority of donations -

and the good news is we will now continue to do so with the ICU department at Salford Royal

Hospital. What a job these folks do...

Sage Appliances - We are now fully live with our partnership with Sage UK, and we are

delighted to be able to offer you 10% discount on anything on their UK website, just hit us up.

We'll ensure the website has a full listing of their espresso machines and coffee kit. We'll also

launch a competition for some free gear in time for our re-launch. Watch this space.

As ever, thank you for your wonderful support. Nik & team..
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